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Ficha viaje

BEER SAFARI IN GERMANY 10 DAYS/ 9 NIGHTS

We present to you and your friends the most exciting and stress-
free safari in the world and it’s located in GERMANY!! During 10
days you will experience nature and wild life. Well, not too wild
like in Africa but we guarantee you a lot of fun and beer. This tour
will  take  you  to  the  most  significant  places  in  Germany  with
something in common: BEER. 

Itinerario ampliado
Day 1   FRANKFURT

Our program begins with your arrival in Frankfurt from the city of origin. Airport transfer to the
hotel in the cosmopolitan city of Frankfurt am Main. Welcome dinner in the main square (Römer) in
the center of the city. Return to Hotel. (D)

Day 2     FRANKFURT - COLOGNE -   DÜSSELDORF
 
After breakfast we will drive by private bus from Frankfurt to Cologne (189km, 1h 56m) for a short
visit. We will se the Cathedral, one of the most visited in Germany with a gothic style. Then we will
continue to Düsseldorf (44km, 36m). Hotel registration. Late in the afternoon we start our “beer
safari” visiting the city in a \"Beerbike\" super innovative activity, going around the city by bike for 2
hours where you can consume all  the beer you can (up to 20 liters beer are included in the
tour). Enjoy the architecture and places full of history through the center of Düsseldorf enjoying
your first beer in Germany. Then we will go to downtown Düsseldorf (ALTSTADT) and have dinner in
one typical restaurant. Time to try the local beer, called ALTBIER, “Old beer”. Back to the hotel for a
rest. (B) (D)

Day 3    DÜSSELDORF - KROMBACH – KOBLENZ

After breakfast we will continue our trip by private bus to the city  of Krombach  (66km, 44m).  will
visit one of the most famous breweries in Germany. The Krombacher Brewery, founden in 1803 is
 one of the most famous breweries and is home to the best selling Pils in Germany. Visit of the
Factory which lies in middle of an idyllic countryside. We wil take you to the most important areas of
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the brewery, then you can see, hear, taste, smell and feel in the exclusive room of senses the passion
for beer. Finally, taste the variety of beers this brewery produce and enjoy the typical Siegerländer
Katebrot (moreisch bread) und Schinken (Ham). Free time to enjoy the natural environ-ment that
offers  Krombach.  Later we drive to the city  of  Koblenz (178km, 1h 51m),  where we visit  the
(Deutsche Ecke) German Corner where the Rhine and Mosel rivers join. First contact with medieval
times, when we get to the Fortress of Koblenz, where we can have a panoramic view of one of the
best known regions of Germany.  Overnight at
selected hotel in Koblenz. (B)

DAY 4    KOBLENZ - TÜBINGEN
After breakfast we will go by private bus to the city of Tübingen (313km, 3h 9m). Check in at the
hotel.  You will then have free time to enjoy the banks of the Neckar River or stroll through the
typical city of Tübingen. AT the evening we will take you to the Neckarmüller Brewery to enjoy a
good typical meal of the region accompanied by a delicious local beer, the so called “Weissbier”
(wheat  beer).  Before  dinner,  short  introduction  to  brewing  including  a  tour  of  the  brewery-
restaurant, where in addition, there will be a beer tasting accompanied by a \"Bretzel\" (typical
German bread with salt). Before the day ends, we will have dinner with chef suggestions from the
beer menu.  Overnight. (B) (D)

DAY 5     TÜBINGEN  -MUNICH

After breakfast and a good rest we will go by private bus to the city of Munich (236km, 2h 34m). I
the afternoon we will visit the city center with its most important attractions and then go to the
hotel. Free time for shopping. (B)
 
DAY 6    MUNICH - OKTOBERFEST

Breakfast. The day is at leisure for private activities.  When corresponds, we prepare to participate
in one of the biggest festivals in Europe and the world, the Oktober-fest! Throughout the day you can
participate in the Bavarian atmosphere and enjoy the German beer in all its varieties. At the end of
the day we will pick you up to take you back to the hotel. On the contrary, optional tours (B)

DAY 7     MUNICH

Today we leave the day free for private activities. You may return to the Oktober-fest if you wish, or
stroll through the city of Munich and the surrounding area. We suggest an optional tour to the
Allgäu region where you can visit the famous Neuschwanstein Castle, built by King Ludwig II, King
of the Fables that inspired Walt Disney in Sleeping Beauty Castle. Or we suggest to visit the Allianz-
Arena stadium, one of the most modern stadiums in the world and home to the famous Bayern
Munich. In the evening we will go together for dinner at the Hofbräuhaus Restaurant, one of the
most famous breweries of the city. Return to the Hotel (B) (D)
 
DAY 8     MUNICH - NEUREICHENAU

After breakfast we will go by private bus to our hotel Gut Riedelsbach in Neureichenau to rest
(220km, 2h 39m). Neureichenau is located at the region Bayerisches Wald (Bavarian Forest), that
means you will be in middle of the Nature and Countryside. The hotel, besides being a brewery has
also a wellness spa and it is considered the first beer and wellnes hotel of the world.  In the museum
of beer you will see among others, a collection of 3000 mugs, glasses and bottles. In the Spa you can
literally take a beer bath and gain the benefits of beer in many wellness therapies. You  will discover
why beer is a special health elixir and how beer and health are closely linked. Then enjoy the
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excellent cuisine accompanied by a good German beer that offers the Gut Riedelsbach Hotel for
lunch. In the afternoon free time to take a walk around the hotel, to have a beauty treatment or play
“kegel”, the german bowling. Dinner and overnight. (B) (L) (D)

DAY  9   NEUREICHENAU –

After breakfast at the hotel you can relax in the facilities, or take a relaxing treatment at the Spa
Hotel. That will make you feel like new. Alternatively we propose to take an optional tour to the city
of Budweis in the Czech Republic to visit the BUDWEISER beer factory (104km 1h, 48m), that is
best known for brewing a beer known as Budweiser Budvar in the European Union and as Czechvar
in the United States and Canada. The Factory was founded in 1785 in Bohemia which at the time
was part of the Habsburg Monarchy. The duration of the visit is 60 minutes, then you have the
chance to drink Budweiser and taste the bohemian couSine direct at the brewery. Return in the
afternoon to Neureichenau to still enjoying the Hotel facilities or drink the last beer before our
farewell drive together.

DAY 10   
REICHENAU – MUNICH AIRPORT
 
After breakfast time to enjoy the hotel facilities or take a time for a walk on the countryside. You will
also have time for golf or horseriding.  Right on time we will drive you to the airport in Munich for
your connecting flight back home. 
 
End of our services.
 
INCLUDED SERVICES
     9 Nights with Breakfast in 3*** and 4**** Hotels
     Transfers and Tours in a private Bus
     Visits according to detailled program
     Beer taste in all visits up to 1 liter per person /per visit
     English speaking guide for the whole program
     Your beer expert surprise bag
     Insolvence insurance for your tour
 
SERVICES NOT INCLUDED
Ø International Flights / Local Flights
Ø Tips to guides and porters
Ø Personal expenses
Other services not mentioned in the description
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Incluido

No Incluido
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Hoteles
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